Let G be a finite p-group and k a field of characteristic p > 0. We show that G has a non-linear faithful action on a polynomial ring U of dimension n = log p (|G|) such that the invariant ring U G is also polynomial. This contrasts with the case of linear and graded group actions with polynomial rings of invariants, where the classical theorem of Chevalley-Shephard-Todd and Serre requires G to be generated by pseudo-reflections. Our result is part of a general theory of "trace surjective G-algebras", which, in the case of p-groups, coincide with the Galois ring-extensions in the sense of [3] . We consider the dehomogenized symmetric algebra D k , a polynomial ring with non-linear G-action, containing U as a retract and we show that D G k is a polynomial ring. Thus U turns out to be universal in the sense that every trace surjective G-algebra can be constructed from U by "forming quotients and extending invariants". As a consequence we obtain a general structure theorem for Galoisextensions with given p-group as Galois group and any prescribed commutative k-algebra R as invariant ring. This is a generalization of the Artin-Schreier-Witt theory of modular Galois field extensions of degree p s .
Introduction
Let k be a field and let G be a finite group acting linearly on a polynomial ring A := k[X 1 , . . . , X n ]. Due to a classical theorem of Chevalley-Shephard-Todd and Serre it is known that if the invariant ring A G is a polynomial ring, then G is generated by pseudo-reflections. The converse is also true if |G| ∈ k * , but is known to fail if char(k) | |G|. The assumption on the group action to be linear in degree one and degree preserving on A is essential for that result. In contrast to this we prove that if char(k) = p > 0, then every finite p-group G has a non-linear faithful action on a polynomial ring U of Krull dimension n = log p (|G|), such that the ring of invariants U G is also a polynomial ring. This is part of a more general theory of group actions on noetherian, not necessarily artinian, k-algebras A with surjective trace function tr :
This condition is equivalent to A being a projective kG-module. In this paper we begin the systematic study (mainly in the commutative and non-artinian case) of these trace-surjective G-algebras. They have a beautiful structure theory and they arise naturally in various contexts, such as modular invariant theory, linear algebraic groups, Galois theory, ramification theory of commutative rings and in the cohomology of finite groups. In invariant theory for example, one usually considers the symmetric algebra A = Sym k (W ), where W is a faithful finitely-generated kG-module. Then G acts on the graded k-algebra A and the ring of invariants A G is finitely generated. If the characteristic char(k) of k is coprime to |G|, then A G can be generated by invariants of degree at most |G| (see [12] for char(k) = 0 and [6] or [9] for char(k) = p > 0). If p divides |G|, however, there is no such bound that depends only on the size of G (see e.g. [4] and [14] ). However, there exists a non-zero homogeneous transfer element c = tr(f ) ∈ A G with f ∈ A of degree less than |G| (see [7] ). Let A c := A[ 1 c ], the localization of A at c. Then it is shown in [7] that the invariant ring A G c always satisfies a "monomial degree bound" close to the Noether bound. In fact, A c is a trace-surjective Galgebra and, if G is a p-group and k has characteristic p, then this implies that A c is a free A in the case of p-groups), a similar conclusion holds, if GL n is replaced by an arbitrary closed linear algebraic subgroup containing G (see Corollary 4.5 , where this is proved in a different way). As a consequence we obtain a plethora of examples of trace-surjective algebras, arising in the theory of algebraic groups. We are indebted to Stephen Donkin and Bram Broer for bringing these to our attention. Another one of these localizations, which is particularly important for the theory to come, is the ring of Laurent-polynomials D k [t, 1/t], where D k is the dehomogenized symmetric algebra in the sense of Bruns-Herzog ( [2] pg.38). This means that D k = Sym k (kG)/(α), with α = −1 + g∈G X g where kG = ⊕ g∈G kX g . Now let A be a commutative ring and let G ≤ Aut(A) be a finite subgroup with ring of invariants R := A G . In the classical paper [3] , a notion of Galois extensions of commutative rings is defined and it is shown how the main results of the Galois theory of fields, in particular the correspondence between subgroups H ≤ G and intermediate Galois-extensions A H ≤ A, can be generalized to commutative rings, provided the G-action satisfies some natural axioms. These axioms hold for example in the "unramified step" (A q ) I ≤ A Q of a general ring extension, where Q ∈ Spec(A) with inertia group I := {g ∈ G | ag − a ∈ Q} Stab G (Q) and q = Q ∩ A I . We will show in Section 4, that for p-groups and k-algebras of characteristic p, the concepts of Galois-extensions and trace-surjective algebras are equivalent (see Corollary 4.4) . In the cohomology of p-groups, a significant appearance of trace-surjective algebras has recently been observed by one of the authors ( [16] ), motivating some of the investigations in this paper. The following are the main results of this paper: Theorem 1.1. Let G be an arbitrary finite p-group of order p n and k a field of characteristic p > 0. Then the following hold:
(i) There is a trace-surjective G-subalgebra U ≤ D k , such that U is a polynomial ring of Krull-dimension n and a retract of
The ring of invariants U G is also a polynomial ring of Krull-dimension n.
Let Ts denote the category of all commutative trace-surjective G-algebras, with morphisms being G-equivariant homomorphisms of k-algebras. The algebra U turns out to be a projective † object in Ts, and its Krull-dimension log p (|G|) is minimal among all finitely generated projective objects, at least if k = F p . Finitely generated projective objects in Ts are precisely the retracts of the tensor powers of D k . Since D k and its tensor powers are polynomial algebras it is natural to ask whether or not every finitely-generated projective algebra is a polynomial algebra (see [5] , [15] for related open questions/conjectures). It would be interesting to determine all the projective objects in Ts of minimal dimension. We will address these and related categorical questions about Ts in a separate paper.
Let us now fix a polynomial retract
. . , σ n−1 (Y )] as described in Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem 6.1 for more details). Then we obtain the following Theorem 1.2 Structure theorem for Ts. Let |G| = p n , k a field of characteristic p > 0 and R be a commutative k-algebra. Then every algebra A ∈ Ts, with given ring of invariants A G = R is of the form
with suitable r 0 , . . . , r n−1 ∈ R, and G-action derived from the action on U . The σ i can be determined explicitly and are of the form
Since A ∈ Ts if and only if A G ≤ A is a Galois-extension in the sense of [3] (see Corollary 4.4), this can also be viewed as a structure theorem for arbitrary p-group-Galois-extensions of commutative k-algebras. A further application of Theorem 1.1 provides This result and Theorem 1.1 show that, for every finite p-group G, there are faithful nonhomogeneous modular representations as automorphisms of polynomial rings of dimensions |G| − 1 and log p (|G|), respectively, such that the corresponding rings of invariants are polynomial rings. As mentioned before, this is quite different from the situation of faithful linear and graded group actions on polynomial rings, where it is known that the rings of invariants being polynomial again requires G to be generated by (pseudo-) reflections. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall some basic results from the representation theory of finite groups. Most of the material is well known and can be found in standard textbooks, formulated and proved for finitely generated artinian rings and modules. Since we would like to avoid this restriction, we will, where needed, include short proofs of some of these results, in a more general context. In Section 3 we will look at the example where G is cyclic of order p. Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 provide an induction base for the proof of Theorem 5.4, and Corollary 3.3 for Theorem 1.3. We also state a structure theorem for "Artin-Schreier" extensions of commutative rings, generalizing the corresponding theorem for C p -extensions of fields of characteristic p > 0. This follows as a special case from Theorem 1.2, so we omit a proof in Section 3. In Section 4 we introduce and study the trace-surjective G-algebras for arbitrary finite p-groups and particularly consider the dehomogenized ring D k and its quotients. In Section 5 we define "standard subalgebras" of D k , from which, quite surprisingly, all objects † with respect to surjective functions rather than epimorphisms in Ts can be constructed by forming a quotient, followed by an "extension of invariants". In particular we prove that there is always a polynomial ring U of dimension log p (|G|), which is a standard subalgebra and we show that this is the minimal possible dimension of such a polynomial ring, at least if k = F p . Section 6 will finish the proofs of the main theorems, using the results of Section 5. Finally in Section 7 we outline some future paths of research and point out some open questions and conjectures related to this work. Acknowledgements: The authors would like to thank an anonymous referee for many helpful comments and suggestions, which we hope considerably improve the readability of the paper.
Basic observations
Notation: From now on throughout the paper k will be a field of characteristic p > 0 and G will be a finite p-group. All group actions on sets will be written as right actions and if Ω is a set on which the group G acts, then Ω G := {ω ∈ Ω | ωg = ω ∀g ∈ G}, the set of G-fixed points in Ω. Usually A will denote a commutative k-algebra, on which G acts by k-algebra automorphisms. As a shorthand we will refer to such an algebra A as a G-algebra. For any ring A, its Krull-dimension will be denoted by Dim(A). We will now collect some well known elementary facts needed later.
Proof. We only need to prove "⇐" and for this it suffices to show
The proof is by induction starting with k = 1, where the claim is obvious.
Now let V be a (right) kG -module. The transfer map is defined to be the k-linear map
If W is another right kG-module, then G has a natural action on Hom
Proposition 2.2. (Higman's projectivity criterion) Let V be a kG-module, then the following are equivalent: The following lemma tells us how to recognize free summands in kG-modules, using the transfer map tr. In the literature it is usually stated for finitely generated kG-modules, but since we need it without that hypothesis, we include a short proof: Lemma 2.3. Let V be an arbitrary kG-module. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) tr(V ) = 0; (ii) there is a free direct summand 0 = F ≤ V containing tr(V ). Moreover V is free if and only if tr(V ) = V G . If v ∈ V satisfies tr(v) = 0, then vg |g ∈ G ∈ kG − mod is free of rank one.
It is well known that for kG-modules the notions of finitely generated projective, injective and free modules coincide. Since kG is Noetherian, it follows from a result by H. Bass (see [2] 
(i) for some index set I = ∅, we obtain tr(V ) ≥ tr(F ) = 0. We have seen that every kG-module V splits as V ∼ = F ⊕ W , such that F is free with
In this equation we have equality if and only if W G = 0, which is equivalent to W = 0 or to V = F being a free kG-module. If tr(v) = 0 for v ∈ V , then vg | g ∈ G is of dimension ≤ |G| and has a free summand; hence it must be free of rank one.
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a G-algebra, then the following are equivalent:
hence the map µ : A → End k (A), a → µ a is a unitary homomorphism of G-algebras. On the other hand the map e : End k (A) → A, α → α(1) satisfies e(α g ) = (α(1g −1 ))g = α(1)g = (e(α))g, hence it is a homomorphism of kG-modules with e(id A ) = 1. We have e • µ = id A and (µ • e)(id A ) = id A . If 1 = tr(a), then id A = µ(1) = µ(tr(a)) = tr(µ(a)). On the other hand if id A = tr(α), then 1 = e(id A ) = tr(e(α)). It now follows from Proposition 2.2 that (i) and (iii) are equivalent.
Definition 1. Let A be a G-algebra such that tr(A) = A G , or any of the other conditions in Lemma 2.4 is satisfied. Then A will be called a trace-surjective G-algebra (or a ts-algebra, if G is clear from the context). An element a ∈ A with tr(a) = 1 will be called a point of A. Recall that Ts denotes the category of all commutative trace-surjective G-algebras, with morphisms being G-equivariant homomorphisms of k-algebras.
Example of cyclic group of order p
In this section let G := g ∼ = C p be cyclic of order p, V reg := ⊕ g∈G kX g the regular kGmodule with
The results in Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 will be used in section 5 as a base of induction for the general case of arbitrary finite p-groups. In the same way Corollary 3.3 will be used for Theorem 1.3. Define y :=
Hence we find inside D k (G) the polynomial subalgebra U := k[y] of Krull-dimension one, on which G has the natural (inhomogeneous) action defined by g : y → y − 1.
be the polynomial ring with G-action by algebra homomorphisms, defined by T g := T − 1. Let tr :
G be the transfer map f → g∈G f g. Then
Proof. The claims are obviously true for p = 2, so we can assume p > 2.
, and the result (i) follows. We also have:
The results in (ii) follow directly. 
, a univariate polynomial ring in σ := y p − y.
= D k and the statements are trivially true, so we can assume p > 2. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that tr(−y p−1 ) = 1, hence the map θ is a well-defined Gequivariant morphism of k-algebras. Again by Lemma 3.1,
i , then the formulae in Lemma 3.1 (i) show that ℓ 0 = −tr(ℓy p−1 ) + tr(ℓ) and
Remark 1. The result above is in marked contrast with the usual homogeneous algebra Sym k (kG) G , which is far more inscrutable (see for example [8] for the general construction of this ring of invariants).
We obtain the following structure theorem for trace-surjective G-algebras with prescribed ring of invariants:
Proof. This is the special case of Theorem 1.2 with n = 1, which will be proved in Section 6.
is the splitting field of f and is a Galois extension of k with Galois-group G := C p . 
General trace-surjective G-algebras
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a trace-surjective G-algebra. Let {a i | i ∈ I} be a k-basis of the ring of invariants A G and {w g | g ∈ G}, a basis of W ≤ A (with w g := (w 1 )g and 1 ∈ W ∼ = V reg ). Then the following hold:
Conversely every G-stable ideal of A is extended from an ideal of A G . In other words the mappings I → AI and J → J ∩ A G are inverse bijections on the sets of ideals of A G and G-stable ones of A.
Proof. We use the equivalent conditions of Lemma 2.4. (i): Since W ∼ = kG, we have W G ∼ = k and we can choose the basis {w g | g ∈ G} such that 1 = g∈G (w 1 )g = tr(w 1 ). Assume a ∈ A G such that aW ∼ = W , then aW ∼ = W/X with 0 = X ≤ W , so W G = tr(W ) ≤ X and tr(W/X) ≤ W G X/X ≤ X/X = 0. Hence
(ii): Since for all i we have
and again this is an injective module by H. Bass' theorem. Hence A = A G · W ⊕ C with some complementary free kG -module C.
Thus C is a free kG-module not containing an invariant, hence C = 0. This shows that A G · W = A, from which the second direct sum decomposition immediately follows. (iii): Let J A be a G-stable proper ideal. Then tr(w 1 ) = g∈Gw 1 g =1, so A/J is a ts-algebra.
. Now let J A be a G-stable ideal, let () : A → A := A/J denote the G-equivariant canonical epimorphism and choose the basis {a i | i ∈ I}, such that it extends a basis for J G over k. Applying Theorem 4.1 (i) to A/J and using 4.1 (ii) we get J = ⊕ a i ∈J G i∈I
Remark 3. The results in 4.1 also hold for non-commutative k-algebras and one or twosided ideals, respectively. There is also a version of 4.1 for arbitrary finite groups X: Let B be a (not necessarily commutative) trace surjective X-algebra, {a i | i ∈ I} a k-basis of B X and {w j | j = 1, . . . , s} a basis of W ≤ B with 1 ∈ W ∼ = P (k), the projective cover of the trivial kX-module.
B X · w j and C is a projective kXmodule not containing a summand ∼ = P (k). In particular, B X W is a free B X -module. (ii) For every X-stable proper ideal J B B the kX-module B/J is projective and we have (B/J) X ∼ = B X /J X . For every X-stable two-sided proper ideal I B the quotient rinḡ B := B/I is again a trace-surjective X-algebra.
Definition 2. Let V reg := ⊕ g∈G kX g be the regular kG-module. Define:
is a polynomial ring of Krulldimension Dim(D k ) = |G| − 1. Moreover, for t := tr(X 1 ) the map
is a G-equivariant isomorphism of G-algebras. In other words, D k is the degree zero component of the homogeneous localization of Sym k (V reg ) at the G-invariant t, or the G-equivariant "dehomogenization of Sym k (kG)" as described in [2] (Proposition 1.5.18 pg.38). In particular
The algebra D k is "universal" in the sense that every trace-surjective algebra can be constructed from quotients of D k by extending invariants: Proposition 4.2. Let A ∈ Ts with point a ∈ A, generating the kG-subspace W := ag | g ∈ G k ≤ A. Then there is an epimorphism of G-algebras
The algebras D k and k[W ] are free kG -modules.
Proof. Let S be the subalgebra S :
G w g is a free kG-module. Let φ be the canonical extension of the map X g → w g to a k-algebra homomorphism of Sym k (V reg ) onto S, then clearly the ideal (α) is contained in ker(φ), so S is a quotient of D k . Moreover
Note that the W in Proposition 4.2 can be chosen to be any submodule isomorphic to V reg with 1 A ∈ W , and the subalgebra
′ with a suitable Gstable ideal I ′ D k . Conversely, for any G-stable ideal I D k with quotient S := D k /I, and any extension of commutative k-algebras T ≥ S G , the tensor product A := T ⊗ S G S, with Gaction only on the right tensor factor, is a trace-surjective G-algebra with A G = T . In other words, A is an "extension by invariants" of a "cyclic" ts-algebra of the form D k /I with I D k a G-stable ideal.
We end this section by pointing out a connection between the concepts of commutative trace-surjective algebras and Galois extensions of commutative rings in the sense of [3] . Let Γ be an arbitrary finite group, A be a Γ-algebra, R := A Γ and let Γ * A be the trivially crossed group ring, i.e. the "semidirect product" Γ × A with multiplication ga · g ′ a ′ := gg ′ (a)g ′ a ′ . Note that Γ * A acts naturally on A by R-algebra homomorphisms, giving rise to a homomorphism
The following statements are equivalent: (i) There are elements x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y n in A, such that
A is a finitely generated projective R-module and j : Γ * A → End R (A) is an isomorphism. (iii) For every 1 = σ ∈ Γ and maximal ideal p of A there is a ∈ A with a − (a)σ ∈ p.
If R = A Γ ≤ A satisfies any of these conditions, then the ring extension R ≤ A is called a Galois-extension. It follows easily from condition (i) in Theorem 4.3, that n i=1 x i tr(y i ) = 1, which implies tr(A) = R (see [3] Lemma 1.6), so every Galois extension is trace-surjective. For arbitrary finite groups, not every trace-surjective algebra needs to be a Galois-extension, but in the case of a finite p-group G in characteristic p, we have: Proof. It remains to show that a ts-algebra is a Galois-extension and by Theorem 4.3 (iii) it suffices to show that A G ֒→ A is unramified. Let P ∈ Spec(A) with residue class field L := Quot(A/P), decomposition group G P := Stab G (P), inertia group T P := {g ∈ G P | g acts trivially on L} G P and
so we conclude that T P = 1. (Here t G P T P denotes an obvious "relative transfer map"). is a projective kΓ-module. It is easy to see that Lemma 2.4 is valid, if G is replaced by Γ and "free" by "projective", hence it follows that k[X] is a trace-surjective Γ-algebra.
Standard subalgebras
Let A be a trace-surjective G-algebra; then as seen in Proposition 4.2,
In that sense D k is a "universal model" for trace-surjective G-algebras. However, if S is any trace-surjective subalgebra
with S/J ≤ A and G-stable ideal J S, so S is also "universal". The subalgebras S ≤ D k which are also retracts turn out to be particularly useful. This motivates the following
Lemma 5.1. Let U ≤ D k be a trace-surjective G-algebra, then the following are equivalent:
Clearly tr(w) = 1. "(iv) ⇒ (i)": Since tr(w) = 1, the map x g → w g extends to a G-equivariant epimorphism of k-algebras θ : D k → U , satisfying θ(w) = W (. . . , wg . . .) = w. Hence θ(wg) = θ(w)g = wg and we conclude that θ |U = id. It follows that D k = U ⊕ ker(θ).
Let U ≤ D k be standard. Since D k is a polynomial ring it follows from [5] Corollary 1.11, that U is a regular UFD. It is apparently still an open question, whether or not every retract of a polynomial ring is again a polynomial ring (see also [15] pg 481). 
G is defined by x g → w · g ∀g ∈ G.
Remark 5.
(i) By definition a trace-surjective G-algebra is cyclic, if and only if it is generated as an algebra by the G-orbit of one point. Lemma 5.1 shows, that the standard subalgebras of D k are precisely the subalgebras generated by the G-orbit of a reflexive point.
(ii) There are categorical characterizations of D k and its standard subalgebras. It turns out that D k is a projective generator in Ts and the standard subalgebras are precisely the cyclic projective objects. We will investigate this and further properties of Ts in a subsequent paper.
Before describing a general inductive procedure to construct reflexive points and standard subalgebras of D k here are some examples: 
Then a straightforward calculation using Lemma 3.1 shows, that
and y j · g 2 = y j for j < 2. Using the formula [
Hence y 1 · g 1 = y 1 − 1, y 2 · g 1 = y 2 , and for j = 0 we get
Let B := {y 0 , y 1 , y 2 , 1}, then we see that the subspace B ≤ D k is G-stable, providing a faithful representation of G with
It is not hard to see that -the elements y 0 , y 1 , y 2 ∈ D k are algebraically independent.
-the subspace Y := y Hence the polynomial ring
Example 3. Consider the p-groups G, H and
For g ∈ G and h ∈ H define X g := h∈H t gh and Y h := g∈G t gh . Then it easy to see that
then an elementary calculation shows that θ(ω) = ω, hence ω is a reflexive point in the subalgebra
We are now going to describe an inductive procedure to construct reflexive points and standard subalgebras in D k (G) for arbitrary p-groups G: Let F = ⊕ g∈G kx g ∼ = kG, F ≤ D k and let Z := g 0 ∼ = C p be a subgroup of the centre of G. For eachḡ := gZ ∈ G/Z we define
then the ηḡ forḡ =1 are algebraically independent, ḡ∈G/Z ηḡ = 1 and
. For any h ∈ G we have
where e r,h ∈ F p and r r,h ∈ R are defined by the equation
Moreover, for every point w ′ ∈ D k (G/Z), the element
is a point. Indeed: we have 
and w is a point, but in general not a reflexive point.
Lemma 5.2. Assume that w ′ is a reflexive point in D k (G/Z), with standard subalgebra 
which is a subalgebra of the
(ii) The G-action on U G is determined by the one on U G/Z and the formulã
Proof. Recall the definition of the ηḡ in equation (5.1); we define k-algebra endomorphisms
It follows that θ(w ′ ) = w ′ . Moreover, using Lemma 3.1 we get
Recall the definition of the e r,h ∈ F p and r r,h ∈ R in equation (5.3). We have
The summand "1+" appears only if p = 2). However, using θ(η r r ′ ,r ) = θ ′ (η r r ′ ,r ) = w ′ r r ′ ,r = w ′ r ′ r and
Hence we have γ = θ(γ) and we conclude that
Let χ := θ p andw = θ p−1 (w) = χ(x 1 ), then χ(w) =w and it follows from Lemma 5.1, thatw is a reflexive point, whose G-orbit generates a standard subalgebra
It therefore suffices to show that the set S = {y 0 , ηr |r ∈ R\{1}} is algebraically independent. It is contained in D k (G), which is a polynomial ring generated by the algebraically independent set {x g i 0 r = x 1 }, and is clearly linearly independent over k. Since S ⊆ D k (G) 1 (the graded component of degree 1) it follows directly that it is algebraically independent over k, as required.
Proof. In this case we can choose R := Q and then have e r,q = 0 for all r, q ∈ Q. Hence
Q and the proof of Lemma 5.2 shows that θ(w) = w is a reflexive point.
Theorem 5.4. Let G be an arbitrary finite p-group of order p n . Then there is a trace-surjective standard G-subalgebra U ≤ D k (G), such that U is a polynomial ring of Krull-dimension n.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, where the case n = 1 follows from Proposition 3.2. With notation from Lemma 5.2, let w ′ ∈ D k (G/Z) be a reflexive point, chosen such that U G/Z is polynomial of Krull-dimension n − 1 and setw as in Lemma 5.2.
The next result shows that, at least for k = F p , the subalgebras of Theorem 5.4 have the minimal possible Krull-dimension for polynomial retracts of D k :
In particular, every polynomial standard subalgebra of D k has Krull-dimension ≥ n.
Proof. Let ∆ k := g∈G kb g ∼ = k |G| , isomorphic to the regular kG-module but with diagonal multiplication (i.e. a "totally disconnected" algebra). Then ∆ k is a trace-surjective G-algebra and there is a (necessarily surjective) morphism φ :
(i) The proof of Theorem 6.1 shows that (ii) The generating invariants σ i can be determined recursively, along an upper central series 1 < Z := Z 1 < Z 2 < . . . < Z n = G with Z i+1 /Z i ≤ Z(G/Z i ), by solving the cohomology-equations (6.1) and using the formulae
(iii) It follows from equation (5.5) and an obvious induction argument, that U G can be constructed in such a way that G acts in a "triangular" way of the form (ỹ i )g =ỹ i + f i (ỹ i+1 , . . . ,ỹ n−1 ) for i = 0, . . . , n − 1.
As an application of Theorem 6.1, we obtain the Structure Theorem 1.2. We need two little lemmas:
Lemma 6.2. Let R, T ≤ Ω and S ≤ T ∩ R be commutative rings and I R an ideal. Then
Proof. Both sides form the coproduct R/I S T . In particular, if θ : R → A, φ : R → B are ring homomorphisms, then for A := A/θ(ker(φ))A, B := B/φ(ker(θ))B and R := R/(ker(θ), ker(φ)), there is a canonical isomorphism of R-or R-algebras
Proof. Consider the map
Similarlym =m ′ implies m ⊗ R n = m ′ ⊗ R n, so the map Ψ is well-defined and clearly Rbalanced. It therefore induces a homomorphism
which is easily seen to be a two sided inverse of the obvious homomorphism
We now prove the second of our main theorems mentioned in the introduction, using the notation thereof: Proof of Theorem 1.2: Since U G is a standard subalgebra, it is "universal" (see the comment before Proposition 4.2). Hence there is a G-epimorphism φ : it exists, it would provide a counterexample to the conjecture discussed in [5] , that all retracts of polynomial rings are again polynomial. In this context we are also interested in the structure of the category Ts for a general finite p-group. Here are some question for which we only have partial answers: -We know that A ∈ Ts is a finitely generated projective object if and only if A ⊕ J = D ⊗m k for some m with ideal J, i.e. A is a retract of D ⊗m k .
• We don't know if all of these are polynomial rings. This is related to the aforementioned general problem in algebra, whether every retract of a polynomial ring is again a polynomial ring (see [5] , [15] ). -We know that U k is a projective object in Ts; moreover if k = F p , then n = log p (|G|) is the minimal possible Krull-dimension for such an object being a polynomial ring.
• We don't know what the projective objects of minimal dimension in Ts are in general. A further line of research opens up, if the finite p-group G is replaced by an arbitrary finite group. As mentioned before, some of our results have variants in that general context, but the theory needs further development. It should also be mentioned that some aspects of the presented theory make perfect sense and promise interesting results in invariant theory and representation theory, if the commutative k-algebra A is replaced by a non-commutative k − G-algebra with surjective trace.
